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The Presentation

The UpBeat Band is one of Chicago's most exciting and creative party 
bands, offering a high energy live performance with variety to ensure 
that once the party begins, it never stops. Our front vocalists project a 
warm, distinctive, and fun presentation, making the dance floor inviting, 
and when appropriate, will tastefully interact and connect with the 
audience.  Weather your event is a wedding, corporate party, gala, ball 
or festival – creating an unforgettable party celebration is what we do!

Planning the perfect fit for your event

With our commitment to customized event planning, we put great care 
in organizing tasteful music selections, specialized arrangements, and 
dance party concepts that really bring your event to life.  From Sinatra to 
Santana, we offer balanced mix of todays latest, and classics spanning 
the last five decades, including swing/jazz, R&B, Motown, Rock, Funk, 
Disco, Salsa, ballads, contemporary pop.  With our insight, experience, 
and preparation, we make sure all the important music and production 
details planned for your important special event are executed perfectly. 

Dance party by design

Our group prepares well balanced song medleys that seamlessly segue 
from one song to another, and are designed to pack your dance floor 
with dramatic momentum – the best DJ's do this – we do it live.  Also, we 
like to plan music and dance party concepts that makes the event 
special and distinctive.

Quality Musicianship

Our group is a real family of exceptional and versatile talent – and having 
played together extensively, you won’t see our musicians “buried in the 
sheet music,” and our dynamic performance style is a testament to this.  
Our artists are career pros, with music degrees, and our front vocal line 
has national performance credits ranging from The Temptations to R Kelly.

A great value with proven reliability

Are you looking for top quality at a reasonable budget?  With five 
members all lead vocalists and multi-instrumentalists, we deliver a 
versatile, polished sound at the best value in Chicago.  We have an 
extensive client list and sourced references.  Complete administration, 
hosting, pro tech support, such as use of cordless mics for 
announcements, is always included.

UpBeat Music Productions
773-296-9296 
3615 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, IL  60613
www.upbeatmusicproductions.com
www.upbeatband.com
michel@upbeatchicago.com
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